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(3.5) MAIN THEOREM. Let S be a stip for which the smallest dense 
ideal &’ is a G,yset. Let V be a compact neighborhood of 1. Then 
s= supp (L;(s)). 0 
A combination of this theorem and (2.7.ii) gives us the following 
partial answer to the question on page 79 of [16]. 
(3.6) COROLLARY. Let 25’ be as in (3.5). 
Then 
fY= supp (L(B)). Cl 
Theorem (3.6) admits a generalization to the class of stips that are 
introduced in the following definition [of. (3.9)]. 
(3.7) DEFINITION. A Q-density atip S is a stip S with the following 
property. For each compact neighborhood U of 1 there are an open 
neighborhood V of 1 contained in U and a v E B such that v( V n 8) is 
a Cd-set in vr [of. (3.8.III)]. 
The following examples show that the situations, we discuss here, 
occur: There are stips with an open smallest dense ideal ; there are stips 
with a non-open smallest dense ideal that is a Gg-subset of S; and there 
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are also Ga-density stips of which the smallest dense ideal is not a ad-set. 
However, we do not know whether all stips are Cd-density stips. 
(3.3) EXAMPLES. I. Let Sr : = [0, l] x [0, l] be endowed with the 
usual topology. The multiplication is defined as follows 
(x9 YW, Y’) : = ( min (x+y, l), min (x’+y’, 1)) 
for all (x, g), (x’, y’) E Si. 
Then Sl is a stip, (Sr). = (0, l] x (0, l] and (S$ is an open subset of Sr. 
II. Let Ss:=((x, y) E S+r>y} be a subsemigroup of Si. 
Then SZ is a stip, (6’~)’ = {(z, y) E S&r> y > 0} u ((1, l)} and (SZ)’ is a 
non-open Ga-subset of Ss. 
III. For each n E n, T, : = [0, l] is endowed with the usual topology. 
Let Sa:= JJ {T m n en} be endowed with the product topology. The 1 
multiplication is defined as follows 
(Z&~(y~)~~~:=(min(%+y~, ~))MN 
for all (x&N, (yln)ntN in 82. 
Then S’s is a stip and (Ss)’ consists of all (&&),&cN E Ss for which only 
finitely many coordinates x,, are unequal to 1. (S’s)’ is not a G&-subset 
of Ss. But, for each v E (Ss)‘, the space vSs [which is homeomorphic to 
[0, 11% for a certain n in, or to {l}] contains v(Ss)’ as a Ga-subset [(0, l]n, 
respectively (l}, is the image of v(S$ under the above homeomorphism]. 
By using similar techniques as in the proof of (3.4), one can obtain 
the following analogue of (3.5). Since, in such a proof one will encounter 
even more technical difficulties than in the proof of (3.4), we omit this 
proof. 
(3.9) THEOREM. Let S be a Cd-density stip and let V be a compact 
neighborhood of I. Then 
supp (A;(s)) =s. Cl 
Example (3.3111) shows that theorem (3.9) covers a more extensive 
class of semigroups than the main theorem does. 
(3.10) REXARK. Obviously, for each stip S and each compact neigh- 
borhood V of 1, we have that 
supp (Jq(S))C Supp(L(S))CS. 
We mentioned that all these sets coincide if S is a Cd-density stip. In 
general, however, we do not know whether any of these inclusions actually 
is an identity. 
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§ 4. LOCAL CANCELLATIONS STIPS 
In the preceding section, we proved [we indicated how to prove] that 
under certain rather topological conditions on the stip S, S is the support 
of the Wiener algebra. 
In this section, we discuss some other conditions under which the stip 
S is a Gg-density stip [cf. (4.1), (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.7)]. Among these 
conditions we consider a typically algebraic one [namely {x}yl is countable 
or finite, for all x, y E S; cf. (4.7)]. However, for many of the stips S 
discussed in this section, one can simplify the proof of the main theorem. 
First, we introduce some terminology. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. (i) Let A C S and w E S. 
A is said to be a w-cancellation set if for any a, b E A, a= b as soon as 
aw = bw. 
(ii) Let x E S. We say that S cancels locally at x if for each neighborhood 
X of x there are a neighborhood V of 1, a t E S and a w E S such that 
Vt C X and Vt is a w-cancellation set. 
(iii) If S cancels locally at 1, we say that S is a local cancellation stip. 
Note that S cancels locally at e for each idempotent e that also belongs 
to A!?; because for each neighborhood X of such an e there is a neighborhood 
V of 1 such that Ve C X and clearly we have that Ve is an e-cancellation 
set. In particular, we have that S is a local cancellation stip if 1 E clo 
(ii? n E). 
Note also that S is a local cancellation stip as soon as 1 belongs to the 
closure of all x E S at which S cancels locally. 
We shall show that all local cancellation stips are Gg-density stips. 
But first we need the following lemma which embeds S into an open set 
that is closely related to 8. 
(4.2) LEMMA. [see also [14], (9.11)]. 
Let 0 be an open subset of S, let A C S, u E 6’ and v E S. Then 
(1) (A(0 n S)v)zrl C int (A(0 n &u)(vu)-1). 
PROOF. Let y E 0 n S and a E A. Since y E S, there are p, q E d such 
that y=@. Let P and & be open subsets of S such that 
PEP, qEQ and QPCO. 
Put Q’:=Q n 8 and 0’ : = 0 n 8. Then Q’P C 0’ and 
(2) Pvu C n {w-~(O’UU) Iw E Q’}. 
(2.2) tells us that p-~(Pvu) is a neighborhood of vu. Hence there is an 
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open neighborhood U of 1 such that 
(3) vuu Cp-qPvzc) 
A combination of (2) and (3) yields 
Q’pvUu C O’vu. 
Since Q’-r(q~~) is a neighborhood of pv [cf. (2.2)], we have that 
~.P~-~(&'-~&Pv)) = (Q'PW~IP~) 
is a neighborhood of 1. Therefore, we can find an P E U n 8 and a w E Q’ 
such that 
wpvr=yv. 
By (2.2), rl(Uu) is a neighborhood of u. Also by (2.2), this implies that 
((ayv)(rl( Uu)))u-l= ((awpvr)(r-q Uu)))u-1 
is a neighborhood of ayv. Consequently 
(awpvUu)(vu)-1 C (AQ’pvUu)(vu)-1 C (A(0 n ii$m)(vu)-1, 
is a neighborhood of {ayv}v-1. This proves (1). cl 
(4.3) COROLLARY. Let 8 be a stip. 
Assume that for each u E 6’ and each open relatively compact subset 
0 of S the set u0 is a Ga-subset of ~6. 
Then B is a Cd-density stip. 
PROOF. Let U and V be open relatively compact neighborhoods of 1 
such that (7)2 C U. 
Take a u E P n 6’. Put 0: = int (u-1(2c( V n 8))). 
Then, by our hypothesis, u0 is a Ga-subset of uo. 
As in the proof of (4.2), one can show that 
VnSCO. 
We also have that 
rco. 
Now, note that 
f.h(Vn&CuOCu(Vn&) 
and 
u~cu~cu~. 
This shows that u( V n 6’) is a Gd-subset of uv. cl 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let 8 be a local cancellation stip. Then 8 is a 
G&-density stip. 
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PROOF. Let U be neighborhood of 1. 
Let t E S, W a neighborhood of 1 and w E S such that 
Wt C U and Wt is a w-cancellation set. 
Take a y E W n 8. There is a neighborhood W’ of 1 such that 
ytW’ L wt. 
Let V be an open relatively compact neighborhood of 1 such that 
vcw. 
Put v:=?Jt. 
Note that 
v(Vn&CytVCytW’C wt 
and 
vv=ytv c wt. 
Hence vr is a w-cancellation set which implies that 
(v(V n &)w)w--1 n vV=V(V n 8) n VT. 
By the preceding lemma we have that 
v( V n 8) C 0: = int ((v( V n S)w)w-1). 
This shows that 
v(V n 8) n vF=O n ytF. 
In particularly, v( V n 8) n vV is a CTg-set in vV. 
Since v belongs to U, this proves that S is a @s-density stip. 0 
(4.5) COROLLARY. Let S be a O-dimensional locally compact semi- 
group with identity element 1 such that for each neighborhood U of 1 
and each x ES 
x lint (U-a) n int ((sU)U-1). 
Then S is a CJa-density stip. In particular, S is a foundation semigroup. 
PROOF. Let V be an open compact neighborhood of 1. Put T: = Vs. 
There exists an open compact neighborhood U of 1 contained in V such 
that 
U-h!7 n TC 8. 
Put H:=(xETIUXCU}. 
Using the fact that U is both compact and open, one easily proves 
that 1y is both open and compact. 
If x, y E H then x, y E U-IU n T C V, whence xy E T. Since Uxy C 
C Uy C U we have that Hz C H. 
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Apparently H is an open compact subsemigroup of S that is a neigh- 
borhood of 1 contained in V. 
Let e be an idempotent in the kernel of H. Put G : = eHe. Then G is 
a compact subgroup of 6’ with identity element e. 
By our hypothesis we have that H-l(He) is a neighborhood of e. Since 
e-l(H-l(He)) = (He)-l(He) C (He)-l(e-l(eHe)) = G-1G = G-le 
we see that G-le is a neighborhood of 1. Similarly eG-1 is a neighborhood 
of 1. Consequently 1 E int ( V-le) n int (e V-1). This proves that 6’ is a stip. 
We also showed that 1 E clo (E n 8) ; because, the idempotent e con- 
structed above belongs to 6’ [cf. [IS], (2.4)]. Therefore, as we noted 
following (4.1), i3 is a local cancellation stip. Now, the corollary follows 
from (4.4). 0 
Finally, in this section, we prove that a stip S for which the sets {x>y-1 
are &.ite or countable (x, y E 8) is a Gg-density stip. 
First we need a lemma. 
(4.6) LEMT@A. Let x, v E 6’ and let X be a neighborhood of x. Suppose 
that 
{ZV}V-1 n X n 8= (z}. 
Then S cancels locally at x. 
PROOF. Let X’ be a neighborhood of x. Take a tr E v&l and a neigh- 
borhood V of 1 contained in v&-l such that 
Vtr C v&r, and tr E 8. 
Let X” be a neighborhood of x and ts E V n 6’ such that 
X”t2 c X’. 
Let W be an open neighborhood of 1 and let Y be an open neighborhood 
of x contained x’ n X”, such that 
YW c x, w 2 tzv-1. 
put, 
Q:=x(W n B)-1 n Y. 
Then, by (2.2), Q is a non-empty open subset of 8. 
Note that 
Qtz 2 Yt2 C X”t2 C X’. 
We shall show that 
(1) Qts is a tr-cancellation set; 
then we proved that Lg locally cancels at x. 
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Let r, s E Q such that 
Tt& = stat1. 
Then x = rp for some p E W n $, pq= ta for some q E V and qtrw =v for 
some w E S. 
We tid that 
xv = (rp)v = qqt~W = 53&w = St&w = spqt1w = (sp)v. 
Since rp, sj~ E Y( W n S) c X n 8, we have that 
X=973=8$L 
Hence 
pta = rpq = spq = stz, 
which proves (1). cl 
(4.7) PROPOSITION. Let A be the set of all x ES for which {zw}v-1 
is countable or tite for some v E S. Suppose that 1 E clo (A n S). Then 
S is a Ga-density stip. 
PROOF. We shall show that S is a local cancellation stip. 
Let V be an open relatively compact neighborhood of 1. 
There is a w E S such that {w}w-1 n 7 C V. 
There exists an z E A n S n V such that 
{XW}W-1 n VC V. 
Since x E A there is a v E S n wS-r such that 
{xv@-1 is countable or finite. Then 
{x~}v-1 n V C V. 
Consider B : = (x21)v-1 n Y n A!+?. 
Then B is a subspace of the compact countable space {zv}w-1 n 7. 
Therefore, there exists a p E B and an open subset 0 of S such that 
BnO=((p}. 
Hence (p E V and 
{xv)v-ln 7nL3nO=@v>v-ln VnSnO=@,). 
Now, the preceding lemma tells us that S locally cancels at p. 
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